
Italian Flair underpinned by German Engineering

Italian hand-application 
techniques deliver a unique 
and individual character to 
each installation.
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DECOR
PAINTERLY SCREED FINISH

The beauty of the DECORiTe Painterly  Finish lies in each 
installation having its own individual character. The options 
are endless and limited only to your personal choice of 
paint. After selecting your own unique paint colours, each 
installation involves the hand-application of your preferred 
colours by qualifi ed iTe installers. After sealing of this 
painterly fi nish, the result is a beautiful and durable screed 
surface that is totally unique to your installation.

The Painterly DECORiTe screed fi nish system is 
of Italian origin and is installed by trained and 
accredited applicators. 

From the bottom up, the system incorporates the latest 
European technologies, ensuring a super-fl at, super-
smooth, non-slip surface that carries the well-known iTe
guarantee. Deriving from a powder form, the iTe CEMOX
decorative fi nish is custom made up per order and 
prepared for simple installation by accredited installers. 

Simple and effective, iTe CEMOX derives from the 
typical Beton Ciré effect, delivering a unique, urban and 
contemporary style.

Forming part of the DECORiTe range, the iTe CEMOX 
decorative screed fi nish system carries the iTe stamp 
of quality and reliability. 

DURALiTe Cement-Based Finishing Skim Coat,
a revolutionary new product that’s as much at 
home on exterior walls as it is indoors. 

As its name suggests, this cement-based product 
has been developed for durability, whether you be 
working inside or out. Thanks to on-going innovation 
from iTe Products, skim coating is no longer a case 
of inside only.

Scan this QR code to view 
our DECORiTe gallery.

Scan this QR code to view 
our iTeCEMOX gallery.
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